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Veritas NetBackup – IBM Lotus Domino protection
Veritas NetBackup provides a stream based backup approach through the NetBackup IBM Lotus Notes Agent for over a
decade. In recent years, deduplication technology has seen a vast adoption, allowing data reduction in required transmission
of data, leading to faster backup and less backup storage space requirements. However, the stream based backup approach
does not benefit from deduplication to the built-in NetBackup Media Server Deduplication (MSDP) capabilities due to the
nature of how the data is received.
In this document you will learn about how Veritas NetBackup is able to provide consistent IBM Lotus Domino backups
with high dedupe rates. The document will provide an overview on the workflow and then dives into the backup
configuration and job settings for Lotus Domino server as well as recovering individual items from a Domino backup.
For the rest of the document we will call IBM Lotus Domino in short by its new name “IBM Domino” (see also
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM_Notes). This whitepaper provides information about:
•
•
•

IBM Domino which is a non-VSS-aware application and the protection needs
NetBackup policy configuration for physical IBM Domino servers and virtualized IBM Domino servers
NetBackup Instant VM Recovery for a IBM Domino server

About IBM Domino
IBM Domino is a server platform for collaboration and is hosting social business applications for everyday business needs.
IBM Notes is the Client component providing business collaboration functions such as e-mail, calendars, contacts
management, file sharing, a user directory and other functions.
IBM Domino uses a NoSQL document-database format as a standard storage mechanism for both the application design
and its associated data. The storage format is called “Notes Storage Facility” (.nsf) and it´s organized in a filesystem
structure, however since the Domino database is accessed continuously the backup approach outlined in this document is
required to establish data consistency.
IBM Domino is a non-VSS integrated and non-VSS aware application. This means there are no hooks available that
automatically integrate with the Microsoft VSS Framework through the provider/requestor model which allow the application
(IBM Domino) to be called externally with the VSS methods. The VSS method usually is used to requests database
consistency and provides a communication path for the application to be aware of a backup that has happened so it can be
internally recorded as recovery point. First and foremost, the VSS provides some automatic orchestration of steps in a
logical sequence.
For more information about the Microsoft Operating System Framework to create application consistency see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shadow_Copy.
IBM Domino as a non-VSS integrated application can still benefit from VSS that takes care of additional items outside the
IBM Domino application but in the Operating System. In order to achieve the same end-result the automatic orchestration
aspect will now be substituted by a manual script driven approach. The IBM Domino documentation outlines the use of the
nserver commands “drop” and “dbcache flush” to close active connection and sync the memory content down to the disk
file.
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Basically, a Domino Server is a collection of databases and files. Each user has a unique database for e-mail and may
share application databases. This structure can result in hundreds or even thousands of smaller, unique database files in
the IBM Notes /data directory.
In summary:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Domino databases are accessed using IBM Notes clients
Domino databases have a file extension of ".nsf"
Within the database file there can be data, design elements and programming code
Each database file also has its own security in the form of an Access Control list (ACL).
The DOAS directory contains attachments associated to emails
Everything is stored in filesystem structure
Consistency can be achieved by using drop and dbcache flush

A complete backup of a IBM Domino server contains following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The note.ini file
All databases
IBM Domino server data files
DOAS data directory
ID files
Template files

Other open Domino files which must be protected using Microsoft Operating System VSS:
•
•
•
•

Log(s).nsf
Names.nsf
Mail.box
Server ID file

PreBackup Script Elements
nserver -c "drop all"
nserver -c "dbcache flush"

# Closes all open Server Sessions
# Looks for currently open Databases which have active Cache elements, writes the Cache
content down to disk (sync) and closes them

This document provides the insights into the backup configuration and setup steps for a physical and a virtualized
environment. Recovery of virtualized environments benefits from NetBackup´s Instant Virtual Machine recovery as an
additional tool in your recovery tool chest.
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Operational Notes
Lotus Domino Transaction Logging
Like other databases, IBM Domino Server has a transaction logging facility which speeds up the operations of Lotus
transactions. Transaction logging records the data saved by Lotus users in “Transaction Archive files”. The data is saved in
the order in which it is sent by the user’s system. IBM Domino reads the transaction files, and then writes the data to the
databases in a background process.
IBM Domino supports two types of transaction logs: Archive Logging and Circular Logging
Archive Logging creates new log files as they are needed and only overwrites them when the containing data has been
archived.
Circular Logging reuses the disk space occupied by the log files once the size limit set in Domino has been reached.
Be aware that only Archive Logging is supported.
More information can be found at these links:
•
•

http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21087828
http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSTG2D_6.3.0/com.ibm.itsm.mail.dom.win.doc/concept_domcb
up1.html

NetBackup Deduplication Ratio comparison for physical machine deployment

Figure 1- NBU Dedupe Ration Comparison

The job marked red is a regular Policy-Type Lotus-Notes which is processed as a streaming backup. The average
dedupe result is about 35%.
The job marked green is following the process outlined in this document and performed as Policy-Type MSWindows which takes advantage of deduplication optimizations for file based backups and results in a much higher
deduplication ratio.
The above deduplication ratios apply to the physical machine deployment scenario. It is important to understand that when
Lotus Notes is deployed as virtual machine the backups take advantage of NetBackup´s build in feature set for
VMware/Hyper-V like change block tracking and deduplication optimization specially for virtual environments. For
deployments in virtual environments constant high dedupe are automatically received as crash consistent backups. In this
document the process for getting to application consistent backups is explained exemplary with VMware, the principles also
apply to Hyper-V.
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NetBackup IBM Domino Functional Block Diagram Policy Type: Windows

Figure 2- NBU IBM Domino Functional Block Diagram – Policy Type: Windows

NetBackup IBM Domino Functional Block Diagram Policy Type: VMware

Figure 3- NBU Domino Functional Block Diagram – Policy Type: VMware
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IBM Domino in a physical machine deployment
This section covers the backup configuration for a IBM Domino deployment on a physical server.
Within NetBackup, the Policy Type to use for this backup is “MS-Windows”. When the “Use Accelerator” box is checked,
the backup will take advantage of the NetBackup Track Log capability which allows to identify changes in the filesystem
faster and reduce the overall backup volume and time.
The name of the policy used here is “IBM_Domino”, This policy name will be reflected in the name used for the pre-execution
script. Thus, if you use any other policy name in your environment, make sure you use your policy name in the pre-execution
script name.

Figure 4- NBU Policy Type Example – Physical Machine
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Create a full backup schedule. Accelerator is performing the data optimization and will only perform backups of changed
data while merging those into your existing backup data sets. The net result is that your backups will be represented as full
backups in the restore console despite the time and data traffic optimization used.

Figure 5- Scheduling Options – Full Backup

Under the “Clients” tab add the physical server name.

Figure 6- Client Example – Physical Server name
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Under the “Backup Selections” tab add your directories that need protection. As previously mentioned a complete backup
of a IBM Domino server contains following elements based on the installation for this environment. Please change these
variables to reflect your installation paths:
•

The note.ini file located in C:\Program Files\IBM\Domino and C:\Program Files (x86)\IBM\Notes

•

All databases located in E:\IBM\Domino\data

•

IBM Domino server data files located in E:\IBM\Domino\data

•

DOAS data directory which is not configured on this system

•

ID files located in E:\IBM\Domino\data and in E:\IBM\Notes\Data

•

Template files which are not configured on this system

•

Log.nsf located in E:\IBM\Domino\data and in E:\IBM\Notes\Data

•

Names.nsf located in E:\IBM\Domino\data

•

Mail.box located in E:\IBM\Domino\data

•

Server ID file located in E:\IBM\Domino\data

Figure 7- Policy Backup Selection List
The IBM Domino database needs to be brought into a consistent state before the backup. NetBackup provides an integrated
facility to execute pre- and post-commands. All that needs to be done is to place the script file into the Client´s NetBackup
bin directory as shown below.
The script monitors the success of the script execution on the IBM Domino Server and will create a location (if not already
existing) to place the Log file.
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The default folder structure created is “C:\SCRIPTS\DOMINO\DailyLog”. If you would like to use a different path structure
and names please modify the script accordingly.

Figure 8- Default location - DailyLog

On the IBM Domino Server browse to the Veritas NetBackup Client directory and create the
“bpstart_notitfy.IBM_Domino.bat” file. The element “IBM_Domino” is the policy name in our example above we used. If
you used any other policy name, make sure you use your policy name instead.
Pre-Script Location on the IBM Domino Server

Figure 9- Pre-Script Location – IBM Domino Server
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Open the “bpstart_notitfy.IBM_Domino.bat” with Notepad, cut and paste the script from below into your Notepad, adjust the
DOMINO_PATH as needed and save.
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM - Create directory if not exit
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------IF NOT EXIST "C:\SCRIPTS\DOMINO\DailyLog\" mkdir "C:\SCRIPTS\DOMINO\DailyLog\"
REM
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM - Define script variables, maybe you have to change this
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM
SET SCRIPTS_PATH=C:\SCRIPTS\DOMINO\
SET DOMINO_PATH=”C:\Program Files\IBM\Domino\”
SET DominoFreezeLOG=%SCRIPTS_PATH%\DailyLog\DominoFreeze.log
SET DominoFreezeErrLOG=%SCRIPTS_PATH%\DailyLog\DominoFreezeError.log
REM
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM - Get the date and time without the slashes and colons
FOR /F "tokens=2 delims==" %%a in ('wmic OS Get localdatetime /value') DO SET "dt=%%a"
SET "YY=%dt:~2,2%" & set "YYYY=%dt:~0,4%" & set "MM=%dt:~4,2%" & set "DD=%dt:~6,2%"
SET "HH=%dt:~8,2%" & set "Min=%dt:~10,2%" & set "Sec=%dt:~12,2%"
SET FDATE=%YYYY%-%MM%-%DD% %HH%:%Min%:%Sec%
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM - Call Domino commands
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------%DOMINO_PATH%nserver -c "drop all"
timeout /T 5 /NOBREAK > NUL
%DOMINO_PATH%nserver -c "dbcache flush"
timeout /T 5 /NOBREAK > NUL
if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 GOTO :ERROR
if %ERRORLEVEL% == 0 GOTO :SUCCESS
:SUCCESS
ECHO. >> %DominoFreezeLOG%
ECHO Domino Freeze successfully called at %FDATE% >> %DominoFreezeLOG%
EXIT /B 0
:ERROR
ECHO. >> %DominoFreezeErrorLOG%
ECHO Domino Freeze called failed at %FDATE% >> %DominoFreezeErrorLOG%
EXIT /B 1

On the NetBackup Master Server (Host Properties > Master Server) configure the Microsoft Operating System VSS usage
for the volumes of the IBM Domino Client. This ensures that after the IBM Domino database has been flushed by the script
above a consistent snapshot of the volume is created and therefore the data contained in the backup will be static.
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Figure 10- Edit Host Properties Client Attributes
The backup Policy can now be run.
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Restores
The NetBackup Backup, Archive, and Restore Console allows you to select the file objects of your IBM Domino environment
you would like to restore.

Figure 11- Backup, Archive and Restore UI – Performing Restores
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IBM Domino in a virtual machine deployment
This section covers the backup configuration for a IBM Domino deployment on a virtual server. The data protection happens
on a virtual machine level (VM container level) while NetBackup´s Granular Recovery Technology (GRT) allows you the
flexibility to recover the full VM or a single file from the same one time backup. Instant Recovery capabilities complement
the offering by allowing you to bring the VM online from the backup storage within minutes.
Within NetBackup the Policy Type to use for this backup is “VMware”. The “Use Accelerator” box will take advantage of
VMware Change Block Tracking (CBT) capability which allows VMware to identify changes on a block level and reduces
the overall backup volume and time.

Figure 12- Policy Type - VMware
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Create a full backup schedule. Accelerator is performing the data optimization and will leverage VMware´s CBT transmission
merging those changed blocks into your existing backup data sets. The net result is that your backups will be represented
as full backups in the restore console despite the time and data traffic optimization used.

Figure 13- Schedule Type - Full
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Under the “Clients” tab use the VIP query builder to include those IBM Domino machines you like to protect.

Figure 14- Client Selection – Using VMware Intelligent Policy (VIP)
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It is recommended to use the VM display name as the Primary VM identifier as shown below:

Figure 15- Using the VM Display Name
The IBM Domino database needs to be brought into a consistent state before the backup.
VMware provides a pre-Snapshot freeze infrastructure for ESX 5.1/5.5 and higher that allows command execution before
taking the VMware Snapshot. More details can be found here:
•

https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=1006671
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All that needs to be done is to place the VMware pre-freeze-script.bat script file into the Virtual Machines C:\Windows
directory and adjust the DOMINO_PATH to reflect your installation as shown below.

Figure 16- Path Example for the Pre-Freeze Script File
Contents of the pre-freeze-script.bat script:

REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM - Create directory if not exit
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------IF NOT EXIST "C:\SCRIPTS\DOMINO\DailyLog\" mkdir "C:\SCRIPTS\DOMINO\DailyLog\"
REM
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM - Define script variables, maybe you have to change this
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM
SET SCRIPTS_PATH=C:\SCRIPTS\DOMINO\
SET DOMINO_PATH=”C:\Program Files\IBM\Domino\”
SET DominoFreezeLOG=%SCRIPTS_PATH%\DailyLog\DominoFreeze.log
SET DominoFreezeErrLOG=%SCRIPTS_PATH%\DailyLog\DominoFreezeError.log
REM
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM - Get the date and time without the slashes and colons
FOR /F "tokens=2 delims==" %%a in ('wmic OS Get localdatetime /value') DO SET "dt=%%a"
SET "YY=%dt:~2,2%" & set "YYYY=%dt:~0,4%" & set "MM=%dt:~4,2%" & set "DD=%dt:~6,2%"
SET "HH=%dt:~8,2%" & set "Min=%dt:~10,2%" & set "Sec=%dt:~12,2%"
SET FDATE=%YYYY%-%MM%-%DD% %HH%:%Min%:%Sec%
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM - Call Domino commands
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------%DOMINO_PATH%nserver -c "drop all"
timeout /T 5 /NOBREAK > NUL
%DOMINO_PATH%nserver -c "dbcache flush"
timeout /T 5 /NOBREAK > NUL
if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 GOTO :ERROR
if %ERRORLEVEL% == 0 GOTO :SUCCESS
:SUCCESS
ECHO. >> %DominoFreezeLOG%
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ECHO Domino Freeze successfully called at %FDATE% >> %DominoFreezeLOG%
EXIT /B 0
:ERROR
ECHO. >> %DominoFreezeErrorLOG%
ECHO Domino Freeze called failed at %FDATE% >> %DominoFreezeErrorLOG%
EXIT /B 1

The script monitors the success of the script execution on the IBM Domino Server and will create a location (if not already
existing) to place the Log file. The default folder structure created is “C:\SCRIPTS\DOMINO\DailyLog”. If you would like to
use a different path structure and names please modify the script accordingly.

Figure 17- Daily Log Path Example
The NetBackup job is calling the VMware VADP API for the backup. During the VMware Snapshot creation VMware is
invoking the pre-freeze-script and creating the IBM Domino consistency.

Figure 18- VMware Jobs – Monitoring in Activity Monitor
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The regular VMware Snapshot then gets executed.

Figure 19- Execution of the VMware Snapshot
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Figure 20- Job Details Information
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Figure 21- Additional Job Details Information
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Restores of VMware Backups
Restores of VMware backups are similar to regular physical machine restores as shown below:

Figure 22- Single File Restore from VMware Backups
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Additionally, NetBackup offers Instant Virtual Machine recovery capabilities. With this a copy of your virtual machine is
launched from the backup storage within minutes and can then be migrated back to your production storage online.
The screenshots below show the NetBackup vSphere Web-Plugin integration and the steps involved.

Within the vSphere Web Console click on Veritas NetBackup.

Figure 23- Instant Recovery via vSphere Web Client – Screen Shot 1
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Click on the Instant Recovery Wizard.

Figure 24- Instant Recovery via vSphere Web Client – Screen Shot 2
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Enter the name of your VM to recover and search for it. Once selected click Next.

Figure 25- Instant Recovery via vSphere Web Client – Screen Shot 3
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Select the latest or any backup image you like to recover from. Once selected click Next.

Figure 26- Instant Recovery via vSphere Web Client – Screen Shot 4
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Select your recovery destination. Click Next.

Figure 27- Instant Recovery via vSphere Web Client – Screen Shot 5
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Provide an alternate display name! This step is necessary as your original machine might be still up and running and you
just want to recover an older version or perform some recovery tests. Click Next.

Figure 28- Instant Recovery via vSphere Web Client – Screen Shot 6
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Review your selections. When satisfied click Finish to start the Instant Virtual Machine recovery process.

Figure 29- Instant Recovery via vSphere Web Client – Screen Shot 7
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The recovered machine can now be seen in the vSphere environment. The machine can be launched and if needed
moved back to production storage through Storage vMotion.

Figure 30- Instant Recovery via vSphere Web Client – Screen Shot 8
While Instant Virtual Machine Recovery is active the job can be seen as running in the NetBackup Activity Monitor. Once
finished with the recovery end the Instant Virtual Machine Recovery process in the vSphere Web-Plugin User Interface.

Figure 31- Instant Recovery via vSphere Web Client – Screen Shot 9
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